Tactical Interrogation Report

FROM: [Redacted]
TO: Coalition Forces

SUBJ: TACTICAL INTERROGATION REPORT

Name of Detainee: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman (al-Mawla)

Report No: [Redacted]
Alias: None
Shaykh: 'Adnan Hasan
Captive Tag #: M060190-01
Interrogator: [Redacted]
Date/Time: 191710C JAN 08
Language Used: AD
Interpreter: [Redacted]
Maps Used: None

Part I: Capture Information

1. Date/Time: 060137C JAN 08
2. Place/OBJ: [Redacted]

[Redacted] Ustaz Ahmad is ultimately responsible for approving attacks by AQIZ fighters on proposed targets.
Part II: Administrative

A. Personal Particulars of Detainee

1. Full Name: Amir Muhammad Sa'id 'Abd-al-Rahman ((al-Mawla))
2. Nationality: IE
3. Ethnicity: Arab
4. Languages and Proficiency: AD (N), EN (P), TK (G)
5. Date/Place of birth: October 1976/Mahalabiya, Mosul
6. Sex: Male
7. Marital Status: Married, one wife
8. Religion: Muslim-Suuni, Sufi
9. Occupation: Imam at al-Furqan Mosque, Mosul
11. Civilian Education: Master's Degree in Quran Science, Mosul University
12. Children: One boy, no girls

B. Features

Current Eye Color: Brown
Current Hair Color: Black
Current Height: 68 inches
Current Weight: 223 Pounds
Comments: No scars, no tattoos

Part III: Information Obtained:

Summary:

- Detainee provided some general atmospherics on Jarallah, a foreign fighter on the left side of Mosul.
- Detainee discussed the appointment process for the Wali, amirs and leaders within Mosul.
- Detainee claimed that ISI members changed their kunyas when they felt threatened and if other members had been caught.
Detainee met Jarallah on the left side of Mosul approximately two weeks PTDOC. The meeting was a walking meeting in the Samarra market area and was called by Detainee in order to raise with Jarallah various complaints about Jarallah which had been brought to the attention of Detainee. Jarallah had been accused of being rude and aggressive by 'Amir and some of the ISI Security members. Detainee did not raise these issues with Jarallah but instead was subjected to Jarallah's constant talking; Detainee was too shy to bring these points to Jarallah's attention.

Jarallah was going to work directly for Abu Ibrahim and Detainee had introduced Jarallah to 'Amir al-Sharif'a.

Anmar was removed as the Wali of Mosul probably as a result of a decision by Abu Qaswarah. The reason behind Anmar's removal lay in the lack of attacks on CF and the lack of recruits to ISI. The news was conveyed to Anmar by Anas who presented Anmar with a letter, which Detainee speculates, ordered Ammar to stand down and possibly appointed him to a military role in the Northern side of Mosul under Abu Ibrahim.

Anmar moved out of the Wali position within a few days to a week after receiving the letter.

Abu Sara would choose the Wali without the need to consult with anyone else. The amirs would be chosen by the Wali and his deputy. Detainee did not believe that Abu Qaswarah got involved in the selection of regular amirs. Persons beneath the amir were appointed by the amir in consultation with the deputy Wali.

Detainee did not have any further knowledge of where Abu Arab lived other than Abu Arab told Detainee that Abu Arab lived outside Mosul.

Individuals appointed to amir or Wali positions would remain in those positions until killed, captured or replaced through incompetence.

ISI members changed their Kunyas when the felt threatened and if other members had been caught. It was up to an individual to choose his own Kunya and information others.
Part M: Remarks:

Detainee was in good spirits, and is cooperative with collection efforts.